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Abstract 
The diploma theses focus on Media pedagogy as a field of study. It analyzes the educational 
frameworks for primary and secondary schools which focuses on topic of media. By this it 
analyzes the possibilities of education for Czech teachers and feature educators. The result is 
the intersection between requirements of frameworks and current educational possibilities for 
teachers. Firstly it describes topics that are covered by czech educational systém described in 
educational frameworks, then it analyzes topics that suppose to be covered but are not provided 
by current offer of courses. The topics that are demanded by the frameworks are compared with 
possibilities introduced by foreign universities. By that it introduces programs and subjects that 
can be an inspiration for czech educational systém. The intersection provies key subjects and 
topics that can be helpful as a proposal of new college degree Media pedagogy which could 
prepare czech media education teachers for their subject. Provided structure reflects current 
demands introduced by frameworks as well as modern didactics in the field of media education 
and trends in media studies. 
 
